During this Peace Conference peace treaties between USSR, UK, USA, Australia, Byelorussia, Canada, Czechoslovakia, India, New Zealand, Ukraine, South Africa and Yugoslavia on one side, and European enemy states: Italy, Hungary, Bulgaria and România on other side were discussed and drafted. The actual signing ceremony of above peace treaties took place on 10 February 1947. (See 03-12).

Silent Coverage 1
Exteriors: delegates leaving their automobiles, entering building (among them Vyacheslav Molotov from USSR, James Byrnes from USA, Clemence Attlee from U.K. various shots of spectators.
French guards of honour, etc.
Interiors: Various delegations (n.pls. in French) on floor listening (among them delegations from USA (Byrnes), Australia, USSR, UN Secretary General Trygve Lie, Poland (Wincenty Ezymowski), France, China, close shots of Molotov and Andrei Vyshinsky (USSR), general views of conference hall, delegation from India, etc.

Sound Coverage

2 ls George Bidault (France) welcoming delegates, mcu speaking in French (on miseries of the world as a result of World War II and on present efforts to build a lasting peace). Audience applauding. Unidentified speaker addressing conference in English (on aims of United Nations).